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Abstract
Based on a model of fermions which implies a model of photons, a model of
the neutron is constructed by merging two photons of equal energy propagating in opposite directions. The fermion model is outlined, and the merging
of two photons is described in detail. The radius of the neutron obtained in
this way is Rn = 0.84008… fm. This value is four times the reduced Compton
wavelength of the neutron. Assuming the same model for the proton, one
obtains a value of Rp = 0.84123… fm, which agrees with the most recent experimental value for the charge radius of the proton within the given limits of
error. The neutral charge of the neutron is reproduced, and the positive
charge of the proton follows within the model, if the proton is formed via the
anti-neutron by losing one electron. S = ±ħ/2, and zero dipole moment, is also reproduced for proton and neutron. Further, a value of the magnetic moment of the neutron of μ = −2.00μN (μN: nuclear magnetic moment), and of
the proton of μ = 2.666… μN is predicted. The deviation by ca. 5% from the
recommended respective values of (−1.9130μn), and (2.793μn) is ascribed to
the (g-2)-anomaly. Finally, the relation of the model with the established description of the nucleons in terms of three quarks bound by gluons is shortly
discussed.
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1. Introduction
The fermion model developed in three recent publications [1] [2] [3], is used in
the present paper to construct a model of the nucleons. In paragraph 2, it is outlined. Qualitatively, it describes particles in terms of paths of a quantum around
a fixed point in space. The position of the particle is the position of this point,
and its mass is the localized energy of the motion. It takes an observation time of
at least one period of the periodic motion of the quantum until the particle “exDOI: 10.4236/jmp.2020.112017 Feb. 20, 2020
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ists” as an observable entity. This time is very short, and depends as 1/m on the
mass of the considered fermion. In case of the electron it is on the order of the
period of the well-known “Zitterbewegung” [4] [5] [6]. For longer observation
times the particle described in this way has internal structure, and therefore can
own properties. Properties of the particle at rest can be obtained from the stationary spatial density distribution of the quantum, which reflects the topology
of its path. Mass, size, spin, and magnetic moment of the electron have been
correctly described in this way. For a description of properties of the moving
particle, a more detailed use of the motion of the quantum in space and time is
necessary. The emergence of the property “de Broglie wavelength” and the implied interference phenomena of the moving particle have also been demonstrated to be a natural consequence within the model [3].
Similar models as the one developed in [1] [2] [3] have been proposed and
discussed earlier in the literature [see f.i., [7] [8] [9] [10]]. What we intend to
prove in this paper, is the fact that, our fermion model, sketched above qualitatively, allows to construct nucleons and to calculate their properties. In paragraph 2, we describe the fermion model in sufficient detail to demonstrate its
application to the construction of the nucleons. In paragraph 3, the “merging”
into nucleons is outlined, and results are reported. In paragraph 4, we summarize the results and address shortly the question of a relation between the proposed model and the established theory.

2. The Fermion Model
The basic quantity determining the spatial distribution is the reduced Compton
wavelength
L =  mc ,

(1)

with (  ) being the quantum of action, (m) the mass of the fermion, and (c) the
velocity of light. The distribution of the quantum in a topology that characterizes
a fermion, arises when a ring of radius (L/2) containing the quantum is rotated
around an axis that lies in the plane of the ring, and goes through one point on
the ring (see Figure 1).
The population probability of the quantum on the ring is uniform. The possible positions of the quantum form the surface of a torus (see Figure 2). The positions are described by the position vector

ϕ
r = L cos 2  t
 2



2  ϕt
 cos (ϕc ) , cos  2





 sin (ϕc ) ,sin (ϕt ) 2 



(2)

The angles (φc) and (φt) are, respectively, the azimuth-, and the torus angle.
The probability density on the surface of the torus is independent of (φc), and its
dependency on the torus angle (φt) is determined by the condition that the
probability on the ring is uniform (Figure 1). The probability for the position
vector to point into a certain area (dφcdφt) thus becomes simply ρ = 1/(4π2), independent of the angles. Averages of functions of the position vector, F(r), can
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2020.112017
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Figure 1. The figure shows the plane containing the quantum. The quantum is distributed with constant probability density on the ring. The plane containing the ring rotates
around the rotation axis in the way shown in the figure. The rotation frequency is ωc =
c/(L/2), and the center of the ring has speed (c). The angle (φ) in the figure is the torus
angle (φt) used in the text, and the angle defining the angular position of the ring is the
angle (φc = ωct) used in the text.

Figure 2. The possible positions of the quantum during its cyclic motion around the rotation axis. The coordinates are given in units of L. The shape of the entity formed after
one period of the “Zitterbewegung” is a torus on whose surface the quantum circles. The
radius of the entity, which we identify as the fermion, has a radius R = L = ħ/mc.

therefore be obtained as the integral
 1 
F ( r )av =  2  ∫∫ F ( r ) dϕc dϕt
 4π 

(3)

The momentum (=
p mc
=  L ) perpendicular to the ring (see Figure 1) is
ascribed to the quantum, so that its momentum vector becomes

=
p   {− sin (ϕc ) , cos (ϕc ) , 0}
L

(4)

This leads to an instantaneous angular momentum caused by the quantum at
position (r), which is given by S = r × p , so that the property “spin” can be obtained simply as the average
 1 
=
Sav  2  ∫∫ r × pdϕc dϕt ( ϕc , ϕt from 0 to 2π).
 4π 

(5)

The result, using (2), is Sav = {0, 0,  2} , which identifies the spin as the avDOI: 10.4236/jmp.2020.112017
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erage instantaneous angular momentum caused by the quantum during one period of its motion on the torus surface.
The instantaneous spin vectors during the motion form a distribution shown
in Figure 3.
This distribution was shown to explain the results of spin measurements in
directions forming an angle with the average spin of the particle [1], and led to
the construction of our fermion model.
If the elementary charge (e) is ascribed to the quantum, the average magnetic
moment caused by the rotation of the ring can be calculated. The frequency of
rotation is=
v c ( Lπ ) , the well-known “Zitterbewegung” frequency. With this
frequency, the current around the axis is I =
− ec ( Lπ ) . The classical expression
for the magnetic moment is µ = IA , with (A) being the average area enclosed by
the current. The average of (A), is easily calculated using position vector (2) of
the quantum on the torus. The result is Aav = πL2 2 . The magnetic moment
calculated in this way becomes

µav =
−e ( c L ) ( L2 2 ) =
− ecL 2 =
− e ( 2 m ) =
− µclassic

(6)

This agrees with the value obtained for the Dirac electron. We point out for
later use that the anomaly of the magnetic moment of the electron is given by
( α π =0.00232 ), so that the magnetic moment becomes
µ=
− µclassic (1 + (α π ) ) , with (α) being the fine structure constant.
The fermion model outlined above is completely general. The predicted properties, spin S =  2 , and magnetic moment, µav = µclassic , are independent of
the mass, and the radius of the described particle is R =  ( mc ) . For fermions
of arbitrary mass, therefore, we have the general relation
Rm =  c

(7)

We point out that, the radius predicted by (7) depends on the relative velocity

Figure 3. The instantaneous spin vector in units of (ħ) during one period of the motion
of the quantum with momentum (mc) around the center of the particle. The average is
the observable spin vector S av = {0,0,  2} .
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2020.112017
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(v), because the mass in the model is the relativistic mass
=
m m0 1 − ( v c ) ,
2
so that (R) decreases
as R (  m0 c ) 1 − ( v c ) , and reproduces the point-like
=
character of the electron observed in scattering experiments at velocities approaching (c).
2

3. The Nucleons
If we apply the general relation (7) to the mass (M) of the proton, we find that
the radius R =  ( Mc ) is much smaller than the recommended value. This
means that, within the described fermion model, the proton is not a single fermion. Although, within the established “standard model of elementary particles”(SM), the proton is described as being composed of three quarks bound by
gluons, we consider—as the most obvious possibility within our fermion model—the “merging” of two quanta of equal energy (mc2) into a particle of mass (M =
2m). Since the “merging” leads to a topology of the paths of two quanta that does
not allow to distinguish different “particles” at all, the relation to the standard model is not clear, especially, because quarks do not exist as free particles. This will be
shortly discussed in paragraph 4 in the light of the results to be described below.
Below we describe how the two quanta are “fused” into a new particle of mass
(M) containing two quanta in periodic motions around a fixed point in space.
The topology of the paths describing the synchronized motion of the two quanta, then, determines the properties of the new particle.
We consider two quanta which have equal probability on a ring in a plane
perpendicular to their velocity vector. If the velocity is the velocity of light (c),
the distributions on the rings are static. The radius of the ring is equal to the reduced Compton wavelength ( L =  ( mc ) , and therefore determines the momentum (mc), and the energy ( mc 2 = ω ). Each ring, with momentum
( mc =  L ), and speed (c) along the normal to the plane defined by the ring,
represents the properties of a photon. We consider a situation, where the two
quanta can “fuse”. This is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The situation when two photons represented by the two rings, have opposite
directions, meet, and “stick together” in the way shown in the figure. The two rings then
rotate as a whole around the center, which is at rest in space. The two photons, indicated
as (ph), keep their velocity (c), and rotate on circles of radius (L) with frequency ν =
c/(2πL). The radius of the “entity” formed is R = 2L.
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2020.112017
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The situation is described in the legend of the figure. The position vectors of
the two quanta on the two rings are r1 = { x, y, z} , and r2 ={− x, − y, ± z} , and
are given by relation (2), except that (L) has to be replaced by (2L):

ϕ
r1 = 2 L cos 2  t
 2



2  ϕt
 cos (ϕc ) , cos  2





 sin (ϕc ) ,sin (ϕt ) 2 





ϕ 
ϕ 
r2 =
2 L − cos 2  t  cos (ϕc ) , − cos 2  t  sin (ϕc ) , ± sin (ϕt ) 2 
2
2
 
 



(8)
(8a)

The common torus formed in the periodic motion of the two quanta
represents an “entity” of energy Mc2, and of radius 2 L = 4 Mc at rest in
space. We identify this torus with the neutron. A parametric plot of the positions
of the two quanta using relations (8) is shown in Figure 5. The nucleon radii
predicted in this way are:
Rneutron
= 2=
L 4 Mc
= 0.84007  fm

(9)

Rproton = 0.84123 fm

(9a)

This proton value is—within the limits of error—equal to the most recent value
for the charge radius of the proton, which has been obtained from an evaluation of
Lamb-shift measurements on myonic hydrogen using quantum electrodynamic
methods [11]. To our knowledge our result (9a) is the only purely theoretical
prediction available today. Therefore, if the complete agreement between the
value given in (9a), and the experimental result, is accepted to be not “accidental”, it has to be concluded that the “Ansatz” implied in our fermion model,
which is alternative to quantum mechanics and standard model, merits further
attention.
The spin caused by the common motion of the two quanta can be obtained by
defining the relative coordinate as R= r1 − r2 , and a reduced mass
m1m2 ( m1 + m2 ) =
m 2 . For these reduced quantities, the momentum becomes,
=
P  ( 4 L ) {− sin (ϕc ) , cos (ϕc ) , 0} , and the instantaneous spin is S= P × R .
The average spin calculated for (R), and (−R), using expression (8) becomes
=
Sproton

{0, 0,  2}

and {0, 0, −  2}

(10)

Figure 5. Representation of the nucleon by the possible positions of the two quanta during their periodic motion. The coordinates are given in units of (L). The instantaneous
positions of the two quanta are on opposite sides of the axis, and the radius of the nucleon is four times its reduced Compton wavelength.
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2020.112017
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Assigning a charge (Q) to the position ( R= r1 − r2 ), we obtain from the gen=
I Qc ( 4πL ) , and the average surface
eral relation µ = IA , with the current
(A) calculated with (8, 8a) two different magnetic moments, depending on the
(+)-, or (−)-sign chosen in (8a) for the z-coordinate. We obtain, respectively,

µ ( a ) = 6 ( Q e ) µn

(11)

µ ( b ) = 8 ( Q e ) µn

In (11), (μn) is the classical nuclear magnetic moment.
We have not investigated the role of the quantity “charge” in the context of
our model. We point out, however, that with Q/e = ±1/3 one obtains possible
magnetic moments of

µ ( a ) = ±2 µn

(12)

The (±)-signs we ascribe to the possible formation of particle and anti-particle. The magnetic moment for the particle neutron is negative. If this required (−) sign is chosen, µ ( a ) = −2 µn deviates by only ca. 5% from the established value of the neutron magnetic moment of µneutron = −1.91 µn . We
therefore conclude that the model predicts

µneutron = −2µn

(13)

The total charge of the neutron is zero, so that for the charges (q1) and (q2) of
the quanta relation q1 + q2 =
0 is required. With the condition R= r1 − r2 ,
q1 − q2 =
− (1 3) e , we thus obtain q1/e = −1/6 and q2/e = 1/6,
which implies Q =
for the neutron. In addition we point out that the (+)-sign in relation (8) characterizes the neutron (antineutron).
The proton magnetic moment has the (+)-sign, and by loss of one electron
from the neutron, the total charge increases to +1e. For symmetry reasons we
assume that the extra charge (e) is added equally to the charges q1 = −(1/6)e and
q2 = (1/6)e, leading to q1 = (1/3)e, and q2 = (2/3)e, for the proton. The required
positive (Q) can only be obtained for Q = q2 − q1 = (1 3) e , which corresponds to
the topology given by R= r2 − r1 . This shows that the formation of a proton
proceeds by loss of an electron from an anti-neutron. Relation (11), and Q =
(1/3)e lead to µ ( b ) = ( 8 3) µn . Since this value deviates by only ca. 5% from the
established value of the proton magnetic moment of 2.79 … μn, we therefore
conclude that the model predicts a value of the proton magnetic moment of

µ=
µ=
(b )
proton

(8 3=
) µn

2.67 µn

(14)

We point out that the proton in this way is characterized by the (−)-sign in
relation (8), so that the proton topology differs from the neutron topology.
Within the model, therefore, the transition (anti-neutron → proton +e−) is accompanied by a topology change. This topology change probably characterizes
the loss of an antineutrino implied in the transition.
We expect the values (13, 14) to be correct at the level where the magnetic
moment for the fermion becomes equal to μclassic. For the neutron we derive a
correction factor caused by the ( g − 2 ) anomaly by comparing the predicted value
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2020.112017
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1 − 1.9130 2 =
0.0435 . For
(13), with the recommended value of 1.9130μn, as k =
the proton formed from the anti-neutron by loss of an electron we include the
established correction factor of (0.00232), and obtain

µproton = ( 8 3)(1 + 0.0435 + 0.00232 ) µn = 2.7888µn ,

(15)

which agrees very closely with the recommended value. To our knowledge, a
calculation from first principles of the magnetic moments of the nucleons is not
yet available.

4. Summary
We have shown in this paper that our extended fermion model is able to predict
the proton radius in “complete” agreement with the most recent experimental
value of the charge radius. The radius predicted is—simply—four times the reduced Compton wavelength of the proton. This result
(16)

=
Rproton 4=
 Mc 0.84123 fm

is of special interest because it confirms the result of the most accurate value obtained in 2010 from an evaluation of Lamb-shift measurements on myonic hydrogen using quantum electrodynamic methods [11]. This value is
Rproton
=

( 0.84184 ± 0.0007 ) fm.

(17)

Since this value disagrees with the actual recommended value, of

( 0.8875 ± 0.0051) fm,

=
Rproton

(18)

by more than the given limits of error, there existed since (2010) for some years
a so-called “proton-radius puzzle”. In (2019), new electron-proton scattering
experiments [12], which yielded a value of
R=
proton

( 0.831 ± 0.007 ) fm,

(19)

have explained the “puzzle” as having been due to unknown experimental artefacts of earlier experiments [12]. To our knowledge, our predicted value (16) is
the only theoretical value available today.
The spin (±ħ/2) of the nucleons is predicted, and values of the magnetic moments of proton and neutron are obtained. These values deviate by ca. 5% from
the established recommended values. This deviation we ascribe to the
(g-2)-anomaly also presents for the electron. By determining the correction factor for the neutron from our predicted value (13), one obtains from (14) for the
proton a predicted value of

µproton = 2.7888µn ,

(20)

which is very close to the recommended value. To our knowledge, a calculation
from first principles of the magnetic moments of the nucleons is not yet available.
It is remarkable that the quark “particles”, invoked in the rather involved description of the nucleons within the standard model (SM), appear in the form of
charges (1/3)e and (2/3)e in our model as a consequence of the topology of the
autonomous motion of two quanta. Different “particles”, cannot be distinDOI: 10.4236/jmp.2020.112017
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guished in our model, where the topology of the paths of two quanta defines one
“entity”, which, for sufficiently long observation times, can be viewed as one
particle, in the present case as one of the nucleons. The validity of the standard
model, and of the quantum chromodynamics treatment of the nuclei is, of
course, not questioned. On the other hand, the successes of the fermion model,
demonstrated for the electron in references [1] [2] [3], and for the nucleons in
this paper, suggest that there exists a close relation between the two descriptions,
which deserves further investigations.
The outline given of the model shows that, it follows from an “Ansatz” which
is “alternative” to quantum mechanics and (SM): instead of “particles”, quanta
are the basis, which form photons, fermions, and nucleons, in autonomous periodic motion. With this description, the nucleons are not composed of particles,
but are rather “elementary”, in a similar way as fermions are. These elementary
particles have internal structure and can own properties. For their radius (R) we
have the general relation
RM = 4 (  c ) ,

(21)

with (M) being the relativistic mass, which implies a velocity dependence of the
radius.
The model is completely general because it does not involve any free parameters.
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